Product Description for
Cisco Crosswork Automation Suite (CWAS)

This Product Description is for Cisco Crosswork® Automation Suite bundle ("CWAS" or the "Product"). Capitalized terms, unless defined in this document, have the meaning in the EULA or General Terms and relevant Product-Specific Terms found at https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/about/legal/cloud-and-software/end_user_license_agreement.html, or similar terms existing between You and Cisco (the "Agreement"). For clarity, Product Descriptions like this have historically been named either Offer Descriptions or Supplemental End User License Agreements. References to those documents in the Agreement should be interpreted as a reference to this Product Description.

1. Description


2. Support and Other Services

We will provide You with support for CWAS based on the tier of services purchased. Sample function packs that may be shipped with CWAS are not supported except as set forth in the applicable component Documentation.

3. Supplemental Terms

3.1 Software Entitlement

Crosswork Suite Essentials and Crosswork Suite Advantage include the individual Software components (with corresponding license meters and license duration) detailed in your order. The individual Software components constituting Crosswork Suite Essentials and Crosswork Suite will vary, as certain components may be replaced with the introduction of new Software components in the future. Any Cisco development, enhancement, maintenance, end-of-sale and end-of-support for components included within the Crosswork Suite will be on a per-component basis.

3.2 Additional Product Terms

In addition to this Product Description, the Software components purchased may have their own Product Descriptions. In the event of a conflict between a component Product Description and this CWAS Product Description, this CWAS Product Description shall govern.

3.3 Required RTM Licenses
In addition to the flat annual fee that grants You a RTU license to the base application for each Instance of the Server software included in CWAS, You must purchase corresponding Device RTM licenses for Crosswork Suite Essentials or Crosswork Suite Advantage, as the case may be. Device RTM licenses purchased must align with the CWAS Essentials or CWAS Advantage being used.

3.4 License Compliance

License consumption and entitlements are delivered on a per-product basis for each individual Software component bundled into the Crosswork Suite. License consumption is measured by each individual Software product’s consumption. The quantity of licenses delivered for each Software component is measured separately and cannot be transferred or otherwise carried over to another Software component.

3.5 Usage Limitation

Any single purchase of the Crosswork Suite is licensed to the end-user operating entity ordering the Crosswork Suite in one country. You may not purchase one Instance of the Crosswork Suite for use by multiple country locations or legal entities.

3.6 CWAS Definitions

“Device” means hardware (e.g., routers, switches, and servers), hardware components (e.g., line cards and ports), or their virtual equivalents (e.g., virtual switch, virtual server, virtual appliance) that access, use, or are managed by CWAS.

“Instance” means the number of actual deployments of a specific product in a network.

“Network Element” means, as applicable, a virtual router, switch, server, or network function in Your network.

“NED” means a Network Element Driver, which enables the management of Network Elements running the same embedded software type. For example, there is a NED for certain Cisco IOS Devices, another NED for certain IOS XR Devices, and NEDs for certain non-Cisco Devices.

“RTM” means the right to Manage.

“RTU” means the right to use.

“Server” means a computing device that uses the Product to manage and exchange data with other Devices.